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Abstract: Compared with traditional manufacturing methods, 3D printing is designed according
to the needs of patients at a lower cost. Therefore, it has recently been developed vigorously in
the application of medical equipment. The printing of biomedical materials with powder plastic
(PEG-PCL) in the form of fused deposition modeling is one of the most recent key development
projects. In this method, the plastic was heated and melted at the nozzle of the bucket and then
printed. However, due to the existence of voids between the particles, the powder was melted, and
the gas was coated in the melt. Due to the high viscosity of the melt, the air bubbles could not escape
freely depending on the density difference, which led to a discontinuous plastic output during the
printing process and, in turn, affected the appearance and material strength of the printed product.
In this study, the Volume of Fluid method was used to simulate the rising process of bubbles in the
molten liquid. By studying the internal flow of the liquid, the influence of the viscosity of different
fluids on the rising of bubbles was discussed. In addition, the reliability of the simulation results was
obtained through experimental verification. In the future, the rotating conical agitator should be used
to generate forced convection inside the liquid to accelerate a rise in bubbles, and the influence of
the conical agitator on the rise of bubbles at various speeds needs to be further studied. Finally, a
suitable speed range was found for the most effective degassing effect.

Keywords: biomedical material; 3D printing; fused deposition modeling (FDM); degassing

1. Introduction

The development of 3D printing technology was made to cope with the advantages of
complex structures and rapid manufacturing so that fields of application could continue to
increase. PEG-PCL is a biocompatible plastic [1]. It is manufactured by 3D printing and
applied to medical equipment to design and print what is needed for patient treatment.
Because it needs to be implanted into human tissue, the material requires good biocompat-
ibility. This material is used to build a biocomposite scaffold for bone cell tissue to treat
cartilage tissue with poor self-repairing ability. Due to the characteristics of the material, it
cannot be pressed into a thin wire shape that is convenient for feeding; therefore, it needs
to be heated and melted before printing.

There are several types of 3D printing, and the appropriate printing method can be
selected according to different needs. Jihua et al. [2] listed several common types, such as
fused deposition modeling, powder bed inkjet printing, stereolithography, and selective
laser sintering. Fused deposition modeling sends the polymer plastic into the nozzle, heats
it into a semi-liquid state, extrudes it to the top of the platform to form layer by layer, and
then cools and solidifies. Powder bed inkjet printing has a liquid binder on the powder
through a nozzle to form a pattern. The printing methods of stereolithography and selective
laser sintering both polymerize or melt powder materials in the form of a laser. This report
cites the existing fused deposition modeling printers for biomedical materials. Plastic
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PEG-PCL is available in powder form. During the preheating process, the air is surrounded
by particles during the melting process, causing bubbles to form inside the barrel. Due to
the high viscosity of the material, the density difference does not help air bubbles escape
from the molten liquid, as shown in Figure 1. These air bubbles affect the printing process
and the quality of the molded product. Therefore, a suitable degassing operation needs to
be selected to improve the print quality.
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Figure 1. The 3D printer structure and bubble problems.

There are many examples of current 3D printing practices that are used in medical
equipment, but there is little research on the problem of bubbles in the melting of medical
plastics in the barrel despite the fact that these bubbles can easily affect the quality of
the finished product. There are many degassing problems of high-viscosity fluids in the
industrial field, and these degassing methods include a chemical clarifying agent, ultrasonic
degassing, low-frequency vibrations, purging gas, blade stirring, and rotary stirring [3–6].

However, these bubbles come from the gaps between plastic particles, which are
encapsulated by a high viscous force during the melting process. They do not need to rely
on the cavitation pressure difference generated by the purge gas or ultrasonic vibration
to release the dissolved gas molecules. Powder plastics are a form of medical equipment;
therefore, it is not advisable to use excessively high temperatures to increase the circulating
convection or add clarifying agents to it.

In terms of numerical models, Xu et al. [7] used axisymmetric simulations to simulate
the bubbles breaking through the surface of the molten metal, which coincided with the
experimental results. Moreover, Xu et al. [8] used VOF to simulate the bubbles in water
and verified its feasibility from the average velocity and experiments.

Maniruzzaman et al. [9] used axisymmetric geometry to simulate the flow patterns,
bubble distribution, inclusion trajectories, and turbulent flow structures in a ladle.
Kuncewicz et al. [10] used a 3D/2D mixing model to simulate the operation of the blade
in laminar flow. Based on dividing the entire mixer space into two regions, the velocity
distribution was determined based on the model, which was in good agreement with the
experiment. Therefore, it is feasible to use a 2D model to simulate the rotating flow field.

Researchers have carried out degassing research on air bubbles in 3D printing ma-
terial barrels. However, there are many ways to apply degassing in the industry. We
used a cone stirrer to form forced convection and accelerate the rise in air bubbles while
reducing air bubbles during printing. In order to reduce this computational complexity,
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a two-dimensional axisymmetric model was used to establish a two-phase mathematical
model and simulate the movement behavior of bubbles in the degassing unit.

2. Geometric Description

The powdered plastic was placed inside the barrel, preheated, and melted through
the heater on the wall surface. Then, the heat source was transferred inward from the wall
surface, which coated the air that had not been diffused in the particle. In the axisymmetric
simulation, a two-dimensional geometric model is shown in Figure 2. The height of the
bucket was 0.04 m, the symmetrical width was 0.01 m, and the depth of the conical agitator
was 0.01 m. The rotation radius was 0.0025, 0.005, and 0.0075 m, respectively.
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Figure 2. Simulation geometry and mesh.

3. Governing Equation

In this model, the flow behavior of the bubbles in the melt was predicted by numeri-
cally solving the governing equations. Both the gas phase and the liquid phase obeyed the
continuity equation; the momentum equation is called the Navier–Stokes equation. The
continuity equation is shown as follows:

∇ ·
(

ρ
→
u
)
= 0 (1)

where the non-rotating momentum equations are:
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where u is the axial velocity, v is the radial velocity, x is the axial coordinate, r is the radial
coordinate, p is the pressure in the fluid domain, and ω is the swirl velocity.
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F represents the surface tension per unit volume between the air and water. The
surface tension source term in the momentum equation could be defined as:

F = σ
ρκ∇α

0.5(ρl + ρg)
(4)

where σ is surface tension; κ = ∇× n̂, n̂ = n
|n| ; and n = ∇αq.

The VOF model introduced each mesh into the volume fraction of each phase. The
volume fractions of all phases were then added to the units in the control volume. Combined
with the laminar flow, this method had the advantages of easy implementation and high
accuracy. If α corresponds to the liquid volume fraction, the phases and interface could be
determined by the following definitions.

α = 0 , stands for gas phase

0 < α < 1 , stands for interface

α = 1 , stands for liquid phase

The transport equation of each volume fraction α1 and α2 in an incompressible
two-fluid system is given by:

∂αi
∂t

+∇ · (⇀u αi) = 0, i = 1, 2 (5)

with ui being the velocity of component i.
Based on the volume fraction, the density and viscosity in the mixing zone were

calculated by:
ρ = ρlα + ρg(1− α) (6)

µ = µlα + µg(1− α) (7)

4. Numerical Validation

In order to calculate this partial differential equation, a two-dimensional axisymmetric
model was established. The equations were discretized by the finite volume method. The
coupling term of pressure and velocity adopted the PISO algorithm in a transient simulation.
In discrete governing equations, the pressure term used the PRESTO! (PREssure STaggering
Option) scheme. The momentum term adopted QUICK (Quadratic Upwind Interpolation
for convection Kinetics). The volume fraction term was Geo-Reconstruct.

Before the numerical simulation, we verified the correctness of selecting the VOF
model for calculation. In Figure 3, Li et al. [11] studied the rising deformation of bubbles
in glycerol. The bubbles in glycerol showed a change of 61.23% from the sphere to the
ellipse gradually. The fluid properties in this study refer to the rising process of bubbles
under 100% glycerol, in which the viscosity of 100% glycerol was 1.407 kg/ms, which is a
thousand times higher than that of water.
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5. Result and Discussion

High viscous forces slow the fluid flow, which, in turn, causes the bubbles to rise
slowly. The most direct way is to make the fluid produce forced convection to guide the
bubble to accelerate upward. At first, the bubbles were not significantly affected because
they were at a certain distance from the cone agitator and maintained a steady rise. As
shown in Figure 4, the position map of the bubbles with and without rotation speeds
are compared at different times. When the air bubbles entered the influence range of the
agitator, the distance between the rotating cone and the air bubbles at no rotation speed
gradually increased.
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In the viscosity fluid, the cone agitator drove the flow of the liquid. Due to the
centrifugal force generated by the rotation, forced convection was formed in the fluid
with the center upward and the upper edge of the bubble closer to the cone. The faster
flow and viscosity of the original fluid made the bubbles gradually take on the shape
of water droplets.

5.1. Rotation Speed Effect

In the case of different rotational speeds, the effect of convection on the air bubbles
increased. As shown in Figure 5, the horizontal axis and the vertical axis, represented
the position of the bubbles, which rose at different times. When the stirring radius of the
bubbles was 5 mm, the positions of the bubbles were at different speeds. As the rotation
speed increased, this effect became obvious, but the height of the bubbles rose only in the
later stage. This was because the influence range of stirring was still limited by the viscosity.
Therefore, when the bubbles rose to the influence range obvious effect, the distance that the
bubbles moved in 2 s and 2000 rad/s increased by 7.3% compared with no rotation speed
under the action of increasing the rotation speed. With the increase in the rotation effect, it
increased to 13% at 2.2 s. The increase in the rotational speed had the effect of increasing
the bubbles.

5.2. Rotation Radius Effect

At a fixed rotational speed, different rotation radius changes took place. As shown
in Figure 6, under the rotation speed of 1000 rad/s and the influence of a different radius,
the position of bubbles at each time varied. At the minimum rotation radius of 0.0025 m
(2.5 mm), the convection effect caused by the rotation radius was small, and the curve
observed on the ascent height map was closer to that without rotation. In the observation
at 2 s, when the rotation radius of the bubble increased, the rotation radius of the bubble
increased to 0.0075 m (7.5 mm), and the distance that the bubble moved was 13.4% higher
than that of the bubble without rotation. Figure 7 shows that the bubbles rose under the
influence of a different stirring radius at 2 s.
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